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No Parking Lot, but TBCR Café Continues
Every Tuesday TBCR Brit Café is on Zoom.
This is a 30-40 minute Zoom get together open to any TBCR member. Usually
starts at 7am and occasionally a second one at 8:30am. Contact John
tucsonbritish@gmail.com for a personal invitation, or watch for weekly email
announcements from TBCR.

-

So you might ask what happens at a virtual Brit Café? First of all it’s a chance
to see a few familiar faces and some familiar or unfamiliar backgrounds. There
are the occasional car parts to look at, car problems to be discussed and best
of all, some good stories. Here’s a fun memory from Libby. Her mother
recently found a picture of Libby and her first car, from 1990. What neither
Libby nor her mother noticed until looking again was how much oil was
possibly leaking out of the car! Do you have a picture of your first car, or a
favorite car from past days?

Join us on Tuesday and tell us about that long lost car. If you have trouble
getting into the Zoom meeting let me know. I guarantee sympathetic, if
sometimes useless advice. --- John, aka the Ed.
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pictures so these photos don’t offer a comprehensive look. By the way, these were not examples of winning
car types, they were the cars raced. Among the cars not shown here include Andretti’s F1 world
championship Lotus in Players livery and Foyt’s first Indy winning Watson roadster. –John Mead
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Events Calendar
TBCR Board of Directors
PRESIDENT Allan Jones
Adjones9966@yahoo.com

VICE PRESIDENT Alex Wade
mtjawade@gmail.com
SECRETARY Mike Morales
mikemorales400@gmail.com

TREASURER Dave Germain
dkgermain@aol.com

The Tucson Classics Car Show is accepting registrations.
SATURDAY October 17 Gregory School
3231 N. Craycroft Rd.,Tucson, AZ 85712
Enter online at
http://www.RotaryTCCS.com
British Wheels on the Green
November 20 Peoria, AZ
Registration opens this summer.
TBCR Drives and BritCar Café
TBCR events will resume when possible. Watch the Register and email
announcements.

DRIVING EVENTS Ben Cohen
rct2bnc@aol.com
CAR SHOWS Clark Williams
clarksand@msn.com

More Legends of Speed

REGALIA Pete Williams
tbctours@aol.com
NEWSLETTER John Mead
tucsonbritish@gmail.com
WEB SITE Harold Beekhuizen
harold_beekhuizen@msn.com

TBCR Mail Address
(Including Regalia Orders)
Tucson British Car Register
P.O. Box 30997
Tucson, AZ 85751-0997

Le Mans Benz and
Jaguar

TBCR Website
http://www.tucsonbritish.com
Photos:
Libby, John, Marc
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Legends of Speed continued

Ok, I’m an open wheel fan, but I’m
restraining myself and only showing you three…Gurney F1 Eagle, a Ferrari and Jim Clark’s Lotus
Type 38 Indy winner.

Member Chat
Whitworth…….how I hated that word when working on my ’65 Sunbeam Alpine. I would no
sooner get into a project, especially in the brake system and find I didn’t have a socket or an
“open end” that would fit a particular bolt or nut. I would then try using the closest socket or
“open end” and do a nice job of rounding the edges of the bolt/nut and finish off with a hammer
after getting mad and swearing I need to sell the “damn thing”. After doing this more than once,
I brought this up to our club and when I explained the problem, I got smiles and this word
“Whitworth” came up.

I looked it up when I went home and sure enough, it was another manufacturing standard
that was used in British industry. I, of course, didn’t have tools matching this standard, so Ebay
was nice enough to charge me international shipping rates along with a set of sockets and
“open ends” that I found in England.
So what is the Whitworth standard? It seems to have been developed by Joseph Whitworth
during the height of the Industrial Revolution in England during the early 19th century. While still
young, Whitworth became an elite among British mechanics, working alongside people like
James Nasmyth, inventor of the steam powered hammer. Whitworth is reputed to be the first
machinist to measure in tolerances of a thousandth of an inch. He was also among the first to
recognize that manufacturing could be speeded exponentially if fasteners were machined to
specific standard.
All of you who have restored a British car ought to be able to guess what’s coming next. In
1840, Whitworth invented a screw cutter that ground threads at a 55-degree angle with a pitch
that varied according to the screw’s diameter. The following year, the Crown standardized it for
British manufacturing, creating the British Standard Whitworth for screws, widely used today.
So, those of us who have rounded out our bolts/nuts when working on our British cars can
thank Mr. Whitworth for adding another standard along with our metric and imperial standards
that at time seems to be mixed up throughout these little cars.
Marc Koenig
’65 Sunbeam Alpine
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From the Archives

from MG-T to TBCR

This column followed by one month Bob Walker’s history (see last month’s Register). See the next page
for the first TBCR newsletter (still called the Desert Octagon).
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TBCR members may have a
complimentary business card
ad on this page
For info contact the editor
tucsonbritish@gmail.com

